Dealey Plaza,
Dallas, TX
Aerial view of Dealey Plaza and vicinity from southwest, Triple Underpass at bottom
Photo by: Landig Aerial Photo, 1987
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Partially realized 1935 Civic Center Plan
for downtown Dallas, Dealey Plaza at top right (west)
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Dealey Plaza,
Dallas, TX
Texas School Book Depository
(Dallas County Administration Bldg)
pre-restoration, looking northwest
Photo by: Danny Hardy, Texas Historical Commission, 1978
Dealey Plaza,
Dallas, TX
View from the southeast corner window, sixth floor, Texas School Book Depository, about 1:30 pm, 11/22/63
Dallas Police Department photo in Dallas County Historical Foundation Archives
Dealey Plaza,
Dallas, TX
Exhibit Panels, Sixth Floor Exhibit
showing adaptation of historic space
Courtesy: Dallas County Historical Foundation
The Legacy
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Closing exhibit panels, Sixth Floor Exhibit
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Typical exhibit panel,
Sixth Floor Exhibit
Courtesy: Dallas County Historical Foundation